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Direct Broadcast Receiving Station

- Automated satellite tracking receives data from any satellite above the horizon.

- Suomi-NPP, AQUA, TERRA, NOAA-18 & 19, Metop-A & B (ESA), FY-3B & 3C (China), GCOM-WI (JAXA), SARAL (India)

- Data is near-real time (processing lag of seconds + transfer) received from swath beneath the satellite track.
Joining a Nationwide Network

DB Antenna Sites (NOAA and partners)
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Atmospheric Properties

• Air Quality Indicators
• Smoke/Ash
• Cloud Phase
• Severe Weather
• Storm Tracking
• Lightning

Super-Typhoon Megi Hits Taiwan
Land Surface Properties

- Temperature
- Fire/Volcanic Eruption
- Artificial Light
- Vegetation Index
- Hydrology/Flooding

Upper-Midwest Floods, June 2016
Ideas Welcome

- Near-real Time
- Several passes per day
- Wide range of atmospheric/land/ocean parameters
- How can we make this useful for you?